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SMART WINTER FOLIAR 
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 

FERTI-BROADACRE 

FOR SMART BALANCE 

 

SPECTRUM12 

FOR P/TRACE PUNCH 
 

  GOTTA GROW THRU WINTER!  
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 

HOW MUCH NITROGEN NOW? 
WHAT CAN PUSH CROPS UP QUICKLY AND BE  

YIELD-BASED NUTRITION SMART ABOUT IT ? 
‘COMPLEXED’ NITROGEN FEEDS TO GET SEED AND NOT A SHOWY 

GREEN MASS THAT FEELS GOOD UNTIL IT DRIES OUT AGAIN! 
Winter is finally here. When it rains the Urea/UAN is going to go out 

again and that’s understandable given the concern to push crops along 
when the rain is there – or in some cases, sub-soil moist enough. 
Last year the Spring was OK but frost cruelled a lot of WA – and it 

seems SHORTER SPRINGS are the rule – not the exception. So what 
is going to happen with Spring, Frosts and Rain this year? I can tell you 
now - A HARD, DRY FINISH. How do I know? Because that is the only 

expected outcome you should be planning for every year anyhow. 
Late/false/staggered or dry starts means you have to push growth 
through winter and that means NPKS -TRACE! Not just Nitrogen.  

You can cocktail key nutrition foliars for YIELD and use those ‘Smarter-
Nitrogen’ based Yield maximisers to push plants without blocking other 

elements or making the crop showy green, sap-weak and flaky.  

NITROGEN IS ONLY AS SMART AS WHAT YOU MAKE IT! 

SEND IT IN WITH SMART-CHEM INSTRUCTIONS TO GROW SEED, 

FLOWER, POLLEN & STEM STRUCTURE TO STORE SINK NUTRITION.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Many Tissue Tests across Cereals and Canola – and across several 
States are now showing the SAME TREND in DEFICIENT BORON as 
they did in 2014. Boron can be quick to drop in the more sandy profiles 
where high or intense rain events and soil water movement creates a 
powerful leaching effect. Organic Boron is the most water soluble of 
trace elements and needs higher Organic Matter and Calcium/ Clay 

levels in soil to prevent leaching. Boron needs to be strong in the lead-
up to any flowering/pollination events. Boron is essential for seed set 

and germination, sugar translocations, cell growth and protein 
formation. Similarities to 2014? It was a later start for most, had lower 

moisture from a dryer autumn as well, winter was late but got cold 
quickly; whatever the reason – it’s doing it again. FIX THE BORON.  

 

Cereal Boron Deficiency 
 

Causes poor cellular growth, 
sterile heads, blotching and 
hollowing in stems. Calcium 

efficiency is severely reduced 
leading to increased disease 

and rot pressure. 
 

SAME DEFICIENCIES LIKE 

JULY 2014! 
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